SCC Academic Senate Minutes – Approved 4/19/11
Senate Business Meeting March 15, 2011

Senators present:
Nena Baldizon-Rios
Morrie Barembaum
Shawn Cummins
Doug Deaver
Michael DeCarbo
Steven Deeley
Corinna Evett
Eric Hovanitz
Jim Isbell
Danielle Martino
Evangeline Mathews
Mary Mettler
Nooshan Shekarabi
Barbara Sproat
Joyce Wagner
Non-Voting Members
CIC
Craig Rutan
ASG Representative
Kevin Dilger

I

Guests:
Theresa Buck
Curtis Childress
Leah Freidenrich
Jim Gates
Barbara Garrahy
Anne Hauscarriague
Alice Ho
Beth Hoffman
Bill Jeffrey
Jared Kubicka-Miller
Janelle McWilliam
Alfonso Oropeza
Jagruti Patel
Kay Powell
John Smith
Randy Scott
Alex Tabor
Loann Tran
Leigh Ann Unger
Jim Watkins
Laurie Weidner
John Weispfenning
Connie Wilson
Juan Vazquez

Order of the Agenda
As set

II Guest Presenter – Peter Hardash, Vice Chancellor Business Services
A History and rationale for the change in Budget Allocation Model:
1 A primary reason for the change is in response to the accreditation report, pointing out
the need for better communication between budget and planning.
2 The current expenditure model is very fixed; it does not allow room for growth.
3 The BAPR group sought out to find a revenue model.
4 SB 361 is a revenue model; it was sought out so as to create a fairer budget model.
5 This simplifies funding from program based to College based.
6 Colleges are funded at the base allocation for the size of the campus and by the FTES
generated.
7 The workgroup has not forwarded a recommendation to BAPR, but will, recommending
adoption of the new model July, 2011.
8 One of the biggest challenges is determining what will be “District-wide costs” (i.e.
Safety, ITS, Publications) and “District Office costs” (the office costs incurred solely at
the District Office).
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At the onset, “district office costs” will have a starting percentage at 16.48% and then
need to request from BAPR for any increase in the future.
10 Contra Costa moved to SB361 and implemented it this last July. (Appendix 1 – Proposed
new budget model)
If the model were adopted for 2009-2010 it would yield these results.
1 Unfortunately, SCC would lose 1 million dollars if this were adopted for that fiscal year,
primarily because of the base size of SCC.
2 If this were the case, then there would be a weaning off, SCC would not experience a one
million dollar cut all in one year.
3 However, last year BAPR prepared for a 3% cut that never happened, thus the ending
balance grew to about 32 million.
4 When the model was simulated with that 3% cut, SCC made $4.5 million.
Questions posed to Peter Hardash and his responses:
1 Why is this better?
a It is more fair and easier to understand.
b This is more fair because this is how the sates is paying the District.
c The rub will be the charge backs; what will be District-wide Costs and Office Costs.
2 Will this allow for more transparency at the District office?
a Yes, it will allow for control over the costs.
b We will have to be accommodating, in determining in how we allocate what is
charged back.
Clarification offered about the ending balance:
1 Because the anticipated 6% midyear cut did not happen, $7.5 million came back into the
budget.
2 $1.1 million was garnered twice for the OEC center that was owed to us.
3 We did not plan on budgeting for growth, which we will recieve $3 million.
4 We think there may be some savings of $750,000
5 This is why the ending balance should grow about $13.5 million
6 This is the reason for a total of $44.6 million
7 There have been no discussions on how this money will be spent.
Looking forward:
1 The best case State funding cut will probably be anywhere from $8 to 12 million.
2 We are in a position where we can weather this without serous difficulty.

III Approval of Minutes
A February 15, 2011
Professor Sproat moved to approve
Professor Granitto seconded the approval
The minutes are approved without dissent
B March 1, 2011
Professor Baldizon-Rios moved to approve
Professor Cummins seconded the approval
The minutes are approved without dissent
IV

Public Comments
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A Professor Martino announced the success of the new SCC Astronomy Program page on
Facebook.
B Professor Gates reported that he learned some very important information at the CalStrs
meeting he attended; particularly that if you do not designate a beneficiary by age 55 then
there will be a reduction until you do.
C Professor Evett announced the proposed Santa Ana Orange Citizenship Grant (Appendix 2 –
Citizenship Grant Request)
D Professor Enriquez announced that due to mandates in SB1440 it is imperative that Faculty
talk to students about the majors they represent and the jobs available to those Majors.
1 Professor Rutan pointed out that the default for incoming students is the Liberal Arts
Degree and many transfer without changing this; it is imperative that we start producing
more degrees and assist students in choosing majors.
2 Professor Cummins pointed out that because some of the majors at SCC do not meet the
needs of schools students are transferring to they opt not to pursue the major.
3 Professor Enriquez encouraged all of the departments to go to aassist.org to see how their
majors align with the majors of the colleges our students transfer to.
E Professor Smith reports back from his trip to Sacramento, that FACCC (Faculty Association
of California Community Colleges) is hurting for funds and that the Faculty should discover
how they can assist those that assist the Faculty.
F Professor Barembaum passed out membership cards for the California Academic Senate.
G Professor Barembaum announced the newly tenured faculty: Leonor Aguilera, Darlene Diaz,
Mary Mettler, Stephen Reed, Mark Smith, Christine Umali Kopp, and Anita Varela.

V
ASG – ASG President Kevin Dilger announced:
A At the March 4 Business meeting, the ASG Council meeting approved funding $13,334 for
the ASG Scholarship Endowment.
B On March 18, Battle of the Bands will take place to raise funds for Invisible Children, so far
they have sold over 200 tickets, raising $1800.
C March 19 - 26 The ASACC conference will take place in Washington D.C.
D On April 1, SSCCC will meet in Sacramento.
V ACTION
A Adopt changing Senate Representation from “one Senator for every 7 members” in the
Discipline Grouping, to: “one senator for every 7, or portion thereof” per Discipline
Grouping.
1 Professor Martino reports that she did not hear any arguments against the change.
2 Professor Evett reports that people asked why there was a need for a change and upon
learning that it was for future growth, they agreed with the change.
The change in Senate Representation passes without Dissent
VI Discussion Items
A Finals Survey
1 Professor Barembaum urges the faculty to complete the survey by the March 18, deadline;
and reports that the results will be presented as soon as tabulated.
B State Senate Resolution
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President Barembaum presented a resolution that he will forward at the Area D Meeting
urging the State Senate to find ways to electronically deliver their publication, Rostrum.
Professor Rutan stated that any person can bring forward a resolution to the Area D Meeting.
Mission Statement (Appendix 3 – Revised Mission Statement)
President Barembaum presented the most revised Mission Statement from the Accreditation
Steering Committee that will be up for a vote on April 5.
Professor Evett identified a grammatical error in the proposed Mission Statement and
cautioned about voting for it with the error.
Professor Martino pointed out that the same error exists in the current Mission Statement.
Professor Rutan said that the error may be corrected at College Council.
Professor Martino pointed out that grammatical changes are made at the state level on larger
issues.
Professor Rutan said that correcting the grammar is possible without a larger debate.

Professor DeCarbo moved to extend the meeting at least 15 minutes.
Professor Evett seconded the motion.
The meeting time was extended without dissent.
D Senator Training (Appendix 4 – Senate Training Model)
1 Professor Evett presented the possibility of increasing Senate participation by instituting a
Senator Training program.
2 Essentially, this program would bring a Senator (to be chosen by lot) to the State Plenary
Meetings to train them in the processes of State Senate Legislation.
3 The program goal is to allow for parity and transparency in Senate Participation.
4 Professor Evett hopes that it will allow for the Faculty to know how their dues are being
spent and to decide how dues should be allocated in the future; so as to hopefully allow for
attendance at other Senate conferences; such as the one next February on SLO’s.
5 Professor Martino said, “I enjoy going and representing SCC, I am not sure how it all should
work, or will work. Yes it is great to get as many people there as possible, especially in the
Spring Plenary. Maybe the other Institutes are the better place to start before the Senate
begins to invest in them. Have a Delegate that sits in on Executive Board so they can get a
view of the local level.”
6 Professor Evett responded that, “this would be a year-long commitment and people that
attend come back feel invigorated and empowered. Further, that the Delegate in training has
already served as a Senate Representative.”
7 Professor Martino proposed that the Delegate could be a valuable resource as a fourth
member on the Executive Board and should probably be allotted release time.
8 Professor Evett responded that would not be necessary as the Senate President currently
receives release time to perform as the delegate.
9 Professor Rutan pointed out that the other Institutes offered by the Senate do not vote on
resolutions, they serve the purpose as informative presentations; the Plenary is where
Senators are trained.
E Castle Foundation
1 Professor DeCarbo asked for, and received permission to submit a letter of interest to the
Castle Foundation.
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F Dues
1 Professor DeCarbo presented the current Treasury balance and multiple scenarios for future
budgets. (Appendix 5 – Current and Proposed Budgets)
G Faculty Institute
Postponed
H Elections
Postponed
VII

Reports
Postponed

VIII Adjournment
The meeting is adjourned after 4:00 due to scheduling constraints.
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Appendix 1 – Proposed new budget model
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Appendix 2 – Citizenship Grant Request
REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION TO APPLY FOR A GRANT
College Council
Santiago Canyon College
1.

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Project Title:

Santa Ana/Orange Citizenship Education Program

Project Initiator:

Jim Kennedy

Grantor Agency:

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Grantor Agency Deadline for Proposal: April 1, 2011
Funding Period: September 2011 – September 2013
2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION/PLAN:
Estimated grant amount: $150,000.00
Estimated match amount: $0
Match required: Yes  No X
In-kind/Cash match requirement: No
Comments about match:

Match is not required.

3. WHAT ARE THE PROJECTED FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS, IF ANY, AND HOW WILL THEY BE MET?
Project will utilize existing facilities at Orange Education Center and Centennial Education Center as
well as offsite locations that the District has agreements with to offer courses.
4. ANTICIPATED PROJECT PERSONNEL:
Position Needed
Kind

FTE

Hourly

Existing/New
Existing

Project manager
Coordinator
Coordinator

15 hours per New
week
15 hours per New
week
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5. CURRICULUM (PROGRAM/COURSE)IMPACT:
The Santa Ana/Orange Citizenship Education Program is designed to prepare Legal Permanent Residents
(LPRs) for citizenship by offering instruction and naturalization application services. The grant would
enhance services for the existing Citizenship Program at the Orange Education Center and the
Centennial Education Center.
6.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE COLLEGE/DISTRICT:

How does this project relate to the goals and objectives of the college?

The mission of the program is to prepare students of different nationalities within the service borders of
the RSCCD to successfully complete the citizenship interview process and become informed members of
the community. The grant will provide resources for enhanced services and student tracking which will
lead to greater accountability.


Will this project impact other departments/units? Yes  No X
If yes, explain how you plan to include them in the planning process.

 How will project facilities requirements, if any, be met?
Project will utilize existing facilities at Orange Education Center and Centennial Education Center as well
as offsite locations that the District has agreements with to offer courses. Courses and services will be
offered during nonpeak times so as to not impact the parking situation.
 When funding ends, what will happen to this project?
The Citizenship Programs at the Orange Education Center and the Centennial Education Center will
result in the development of enhanced curricular resources and a student tracking system that can
continue to be utilized at the discretion of each college. The coordinator positions paid through this
grant will terminate and there will be no encroachment on the general fund.
7. HAVE THE FOLLOWING BEEN ADVISED OF THIS PROPOSAL?
 Academic Senate President  Curriculum Committee Chair
 EMPC Chair

 RSCCD Research & Grants office

8. APPROVALS: (Obtain signatures in the order below)
Project Initiator
Project Administrator

Date
Date

Vice President

Date

College Council:

Date

College President:

Date
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Appendix 3 – Revised Mission Statement
Santiago Canyon College Mission Statement
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and
personal growth. Our purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these
core outcomes: to learn, act, communicate and think critically. We are committed to maintaining
standards of excellence and providing an accessible, transferable, and engaging education to a
diverse community.
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Appendix 4 – Senate Training Model
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SENATE TRAINING
Developing Even Stronger Representatives

WHY DO WE NEED TRAINING?
We have discussed FARSCCD providing a
representative training or mentoring program in
the past.
 What are we doing to mentor/train future Senate
Executive Board representative or general
Senators?
 Are the flex week training activities enough?
 What else could be done to enhance senate
representative training?


Senate Institute Participation
 Revised Plenary Representative Model


YEARLY SENATE INSTITUTES


There are a number of Senate Institutes that
transpire over the year in order to “Develop
Leadership. Discover Empowerment. Find [Our]
Voice.”










Vocational Education Institute, Jan. 2011 (Newport Beach)
Professional Development Institute (focusing on Basic
Skills), Feb. 2011 (San Jose)
Accreditation Institute, March 19-20, 2011 (Napa Valley)
Faculty Leadership Institute, June 16-18, 2011 (Berkeley)
SLO Institute, July 13, 2011 (San Diego)
Curriculum Institute, July 14-16, 2011 (San Diego)

In the past, we have had representation at a few of
these institutes.
However, we need to determine if we would like to
send more representatives in order to have even
stronger leadership, become more empowered, and
continue to find and speak our voice.

PLENARY REPRESENTATION MODEL
Thank you, Danny!
 More people are interested in
attending/representing
 To present more opportunities for more senators
 From my own experience, I found it to be an
invaluable experience that has benefited me by
giving me a broader perspective as well as
inspiring me to know that we aren’t alone when
it comes to struggles with participatory
governance as well as that we have a high level
working relationship with our administration.
 In addition, it could be a beneficial experience for
each senator.
 Other colleges have anywhere from 3-6
representatives in attendance.


THREE TIERED APPROACH


Delegate

Following a
discussion with the
Exec. Board, the
Delegate would be
the President or a
designee.
 Pending discussion,
President, Vice
President, or
Secretary/Treasurer
seem logical choices
for the delegate.
 When going outside
of the Exec Board,
the next logical
designee choice
would be the
Delegate in
Training




Delegate in
Training










A Senate Rep.
who has
aspirations to
join the Exec.
Board
Minimum of a
year
commitment
Should have
already attended
a fall Plenary
Session
Will be
determined
either by length
of service on the
senate or by
lottery
If there are no
new interested
senators, then
the previous
Delegate in
Training has the
opportunity to
serve another
year.



Senate
Representative

All Senators
attend fall
Plenary on a
rotating basis
 A lottery with the
names of those
interested in a
particular fall
semester will be
held
 Once a Senator
has attended, he
or she is ineligible
to attend again
until all Senators
have attended
Plenary
 If there are no
interested
senators, the
previous rep has
the opportunity to
attend another
fall session.


RESPONSIBILITIES


Delegate

Attend Area
D Meetings
 Follow,
inform and
report on
resolutions
to senate
and faculty
 Vote on
resolutions
at Plenary




Delegate in
Training

Attend Area
D Meetings
 Since we have
two votes in
fall, the
Delegate in
Training will
work closely
with the
Delegate to
follow, inform,
and report on
resolutions
 At fall
plenary, vote
on resolutions
 Provides brief
written
summary of
sessions
attended to
Senate




Senate
Representativ
e

For fall,
attend Area D
Meeting
 Attend fall
Plenary
 Provides brief
written
summary of
sessions
attended to
Senate


BENEFITS OF MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIVES
Better trained, informed Senators
 Greater understanding of how local senates relate
to the state senate
 More enthusiastic representatives
 More people in attendance to assist with providing
feedback to delegates during the voting process,
especially when new resolutions are presented on
the last day of plenary
 Larger presence at the state level for SCC
 More people to attend various sessions and report
findings back to the entire senate


DRAWBACKS


Money




Will cost more to send more

Time

Waiting our turn 
 Making the time to attend
 Writing brief reports in a timely manner




Other (neither drawback nor benefit)


Will mean a change to the by-laws

SO WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?
Senate Institute Participation
 Plenary Representation Model




Thanks so much for your time and consideration
on this Senator Training topic! 
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Appendix 5 – Current and Proposed Budgets
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